
Training Our Cites on the Stars:
Helmut ABM’sObservations on Astrosociology.

Part 1. Age and Productivity, Peer
Review, and Big Sckmce/LMe Science

Number 39

Over the years, an increasing number of
bibliometric studies using citation and other
data derived from ISI@’s databases have
been published in various journals. These
citation analyses probably amount to an
estimated 1(X)-150 per year currently. I base
this on the weekly reports generated by
Research Alertm, 1S1’s personalized SDI
(selective dissemination of information) ser-
vice. 1 My customized Research Alert pro-
fde automatically scans about 7,MKtjour-
nals and identifies two or three citation
studies each week, based on a set of key-
words, authors, publications, and cited
authors and references I have specified.

Through these Research Alerts, I have
followed a series of citation analyses of
astronomy publications by Hehnut A. Abt,
I@ Peak National Observatory, Tucson,
Arizona. I had the opportunity to meet
Helmut in the early 1980s, when I visited
Tucson at the invitation of my friend Doug
Lindsey at the University of Arizona Medi-
cal School. Taken individually, Abt’s cita-
tion-based studies may seem too specialized
for most Current Cbntents” (C@) readers.
But as a group, they constitute a diverse and
enlightening perspective on astronomy,
which is also reievant to all fields of sci-
ence. For example, several of these studies
have addressed topics previously covered in
CC, such m author age and productivity,z
refereeing and peer review,s international
collaboration trentk,~ and other subjects, as
can be seen in Table 1.

For these reasons, we asked Abt to write
a special CC essay to summarize his work
to date, and he graciously agmd. The result
is printed herein two parts. In the essay that

September 24, 199(

follows, Abt concentrates on five questions:
at what ages did astronomers publish their
highest impact work; how do more and less
prolific authors differ; do peer reviewers
favor submissions by well-known authors;
do large or small telescopes generate more
research of higher impact per dollar; and
how do university and govermnent centers
compare on productivity and impact? The
second part discusses paper rejection and
citation rates in astronomy and other sci-
entific specialties, the comparative citation
of international literature by US astronomers
and those in other nations, and the increase
in the number of astronomy papers and
multinational collaborations during the
twentieth century.

The question of age and creativity or
productivity has interested many observers,
and we recently reprinted a study on this
theme by Ray Over, La Trobe University.
Bundoora, Australia.5 As Abt points out,
my longtime mentors Bob Merton and Har-
riet Zuckerman, Columbia University, New
York, have looked at this question. It seems
unfortunate that there should bean artificird
dispute regarding’ ‘youth” versus “experi-
ence.” S.B. Dev, while at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, sug-
gested that scientists who switch fields,
regardless of age, may bring a fresh perspec-
tive.6 On the other hand, whiIe there are
many examples of high creativity with ad-
vanced age, what is the probabilhy of this
when choosing from a large population of
potential grantees?

The field of astronomy may seem far-out
to most CC readers, the majority of whom
are life scientists. Of course, we have in the
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Table 1: BibUogr@y of aatronnmy publication atudi= by Helmut A. Abt, in chronological order.
Abt H A. The cost+ffectiveness in terms of publications and citations of various optical telescopes at the Kitt

Peak National Observatory. PM. A.wren. .$x, Pac. 92249-54, 1980,

Abt H A. Long-term citation histories of astronomical papers. F’ubL A.wren. SW. Pac. 93:207-10, 1981.
Abt H A. Some trends in American astronornicaJ publications. Pub/. Asmm. Sot. Pac. 93:269-71, 1981.
Abt H A. Statistical publication hktories of American astronomers Pub/. Astron. SoC. Pac. 94:213-20, 1982.
Abt H A. At what ages did outstanding American astronomers publish their most-cited papers? Publ. Astron.

SOC. Pac. 95:113-6, [983,

Abt H A. Citations to federally-funded and unfunded research. Pub/. A.srron. Sot. Pac. 96:563-5, 1984,
Abt H A. Citations to single and muftiauthored papers. Pu6L A.wren. Sot. Pac. %:7469, 1984.
Abt H A. An assessment of research done at the National Optical Observatories. FUJI. &rron. SOc. Pac.

97:1050-2, 1985.
Abt H A. Are papers by well-known astronomers accept.d for publication more readily than other papers?

Pu61. .4.men, SOC. Pac. 99:439-41, 1987.
Abt H A. Reference frequencies in astronomy and related sciences, PuM. A.mon. h-. Pac.

991329-32, 1987.
Abt H A. what happens to rejectal astronomical papers? Pub/. A.wren. SOc. Pac. 100:50C-8, 1988.
Abt H A. Growth rates in various tields of astronnmy. Pd. A.wrm WC. Pac. ICXt:1567-71, 1988.
Abt H A & Liu J. Journaf referencing. Pu61. Asmm. SW, Pac. 101:555-9, 1989.
Abt H A. Trends toward internationalization in astronomical literature. Pufi Astron. Sot, Pac

102(649) 368-72, 1990,
Abt H A. Publication characteristics of members of the Astronomical Sncietv, Pub/. Astron. Sm. Pac.

(In press.)

past exa&ted the most-cited journals and
papers in this field.T,gBut my purpose here
is to encourage other expertg, like Abt, to
conduct similar citation-based studies in
their specialty areas. The 1S1research de-
partment would be glad to assist in such
studies. I can’t help but think that the effort
involved for Abt and others must have been
considerable, since they had to work with
the print version of the Science Citation
Indexm (SC1@). Now that the SCYConrpac(
Disc Edition is available from 1980 to the
present, with more annual editions to come,
these studies have become much easier to
conduct.9

Several likely guest commentators come to
mind. Some of these have already agreed to
undertake studies for us. Stephen G. Brush,
Institute of Physical Science and Tech-
nology, University of Maryland, College
Park, will highlight the most-cited articles
in astrophysics, the earth sciences, and
mathematics in the 1945-1954 SC]. This is
a continuation of his previous examination
of Ciration Ckzssicsa in the physical sci-
ences during this period. 10Another candi-
date is Jan Vlachi, the indefatigable asso-
ciate editor of the Czechoslovak Journal of
Physics. We hope he will review his citation-
based analyses of physics in a future CC
essay. We also plan to intrcduee a new series
of CC essays in which distinguished infor-
mation specialists will review major citation
studies that have been published each year.

Helmut A. Abt: A Brief CV

Helmut Abt has been an astronomer at the
Kitt Peak National Observatory since 1959.
He also has served as managing editor of
the Astrophysical Journal since 1971, which
is published by the American Astronomical
Society and is the largest astronomical jour-
nal in the world.

Abt received a BS in math artd an MS in
physics from Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois. He also received a PhD
in astrophysics from the Califorrtia Institttte
of Technology (Caltech), Pasadena, which
was the fist doetoraJ degree awarded in this
field by Caltech. Abt has held positions at
the University of California’s Lick Obser-
vatory on Mount Hamilton and the Uni-
versity of Chicago’s Yerkes Observatory,
Williams Bay, Wisconsin. He did most of
the field work that led to the selection of Kitx
Peak as a National Optical Astronomy
Observatory. He also has been president of
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, is
a frequent consttkartt to the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, and is on
the editorial advisory board of Sciento-
metn”cs. To date, Abt has published some
180 research papers on stellar spectroscopy,
double stars, stellar rotation, and what he
calls ‘‘astrosociology. ”

***’4*
My thanks to Al We[@ns-Doroffor his

help in the preparation of this essay.
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The We of Publication Studies to Affect
Policies and Attitudes in Astronomy. Part 1

Helmut A. Abt
Kitt Peak NatiosudObservatory
NationalOptical AstronomyObservatories
Box 26732
Tucson, AZ 85726

In the series of studies sammarized here and in Part 2 to be published next week, we used counts
of papers, citations to them, paper lengths, numbers of authors, their aftiliationa, ad other data obtained
mostly by scanning large numbers of papers, all for the purpose of exploring unnrnonly held ideas
about science. This is applied to astronomy. These facts chrdfenge impressions that people have about
such things as a scientist’s most productive years, the parfiafity of peer reviews, the tendency for
Americans to ignore foreign papxs, the effeetiven+ssof telescopes of various sizes, and many others.

In any science or field of study, there are
widely held beliefs that intluence policies but
that, surprisingly, have never been tested for
validity. Examples in the field of astronomy
are (1) an astronomer does his best work
before the age of 35: (2) of course, papers
by well-known astronomers receive pre-
ferred and rapid treatment in peer-reviewed
journals; (3) Americans tend to ignore
papers published in foreign journals while
foreigners carefully reference American
papers; (4) the best astronomy is done with
the largest telescopes while small telescopes
are used mostly to train students; and (5) the
freedom in a university leads to more basic
and significant research than in gover-
nment-fundedcenters.

Are these statements true?
I have wondered upon hearing some of

these statements expressed whether they are
valid and how one can test their validity.
This has led to a series of studies (15 to date)
based on publication rates, citation counts,
paper lengths, affiliations of authors, and
other information obtained simply by scan-
ning statistically large samples of papers.

I wanted the results to be read by astrono-
mers, even more so than by sociologists and
information scientists, so they were printed
(in 19$0-1990) in the Public~”ons of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacijic, a
monthly journal read by many astronomers
but few other people outaide that field.
However. some of the auestions exdored.. . -—>
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and possibly the answers, are applicable to
other sciences, so in this summary of these
studies, I am writing to a wider audience.

Ages of Astronomers When They Did
Their Most-Cited Research

Althoughwe know of brilliant rnathemrrti-
cians and scientists who’ ‘burned out” at an
early age, most scientists keep producing un-
til retirement or beyond. Is their later work
on a par with their earlier work? It is dif-
ficult to judge the importance of research
per se, but we can count citations to research
papers as a rough guide of significance-or
at least usefulness. We will go wrong in a
few cases where papers, such as compila-
tions or summaries, are widely used but do
not provide timdarnental breakthroughs. But
consider the reverse situation: A paper
rarely cited is unlikely to be having much
impact on a field.

We selected the 22 American astronomers
who were the most prolific in 1920-1945 and
whose careers terminated by 1970 (or not
many decades earlier). I For each we
searched five-year cumulation of the Sa”ence
Citation Index” (SCP ) for 1970-1979,
counting the number of citations (total
9,400) to each of their papers. The ages at
which those papers were published were
computed from the authors’ birth dates. A
histogram of their combined citations as a
function of age is shown in Figure 1 (solid
line). We see a broad peak in which 84 per-
cent of citations were to papers published
between the ages of 40 and 75. Less than
6 percent of the citations refer to papers
published before the age of 35!

There is one weakness in this analysis,
namely, that citations to papers decline with
time. In an earlier study, we found a decline
in 1965-1980 of 3.7 percent per year of the
maximum rate after the initial peak, 2 Thus
the papers written more recently (at higher
ages) have an advantage. Therefore we put
in such a cormxtion factor for this decline
and derived the dashed line in Figure 1. It
shows that 77 percent of the citations were
to papers published between the ages of 40
and 75, and 94 percent between the ages of
30 and 75.

Helmut A. Abt

These statistics imply that, as judged by
productivity and citation, there should be no
age bias in the awarding of grants, observ-
ing time on telescopes, promotions, salary
increases, etc.

Why does an astronomer’s research in his
middle or late career weigh so heavily, con-
sidering that most people are unable to keep
up on the developments in their and related
fields? I suspect that the factors are (1) im-
proved efficiency; (2) accumulated knowl-
edge; (3) realization of the more important
needs of the field; and (4) perhaps the
development of a team structure, although
that was not true of this particular sample,
which was done in the time of predominantly
single-author papers.

Are ProWlc Astronomers Different From
the Less pro~lc Ones in Any
Fundamental Way?

We were curious about what happens to
people who obtained PhDs in astronomy and
how their productivity changes with time.

We collected information on about 115
people who obtained PhDs in astronomy
from 10 major universities during 1945-1960
(which, in retrospect, was an opportune time
to enter the field).3 We counted their papers
published in 1945-1980 in the three major
American journals but counted papers with
n authors as 1/n of a paper for each author.

The attrition rate was steady after an ini-
tial burst. That is, for 9 percent of the
astronomers, their last published paper in
astronomy was during the year they received
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Figure 1: For 22 orrtatandmgtwentietkentury American astronomers, we counted citations in 1970-1979 ta
papers published throughout their lifetimes. The fraction of citations that are to papers published at various ages
(in five-year intervals) is shown by the solid line for tie mean of the group. After we allow for an expmential
decay in citations with drne and again normalize to lIXIpercent area, we obtain the dashed line, (Courtesy of
tfre Pablicm’orts of the Astroriomical Society of the Pacij’?c.See reference 1.)
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their PhDs, but thereafter a statistictdly
steady 1.5 percent of the astronomers wrote
their last paper each year. After 22 years,
40 percent of the initial group had stopped
publishing. We could identify 7 pereent who
died or became seriously ill and 4 percent
who went abroad and published there.

For the group as a whole, their produc-
tivity showed peaks at the time of receiving
a PhD and six years after (the tenure
challenge?); thereafter it was a steady five
1,000-word pages per person per year.

But the whole group could naturally be
divided into two subgroups: those 13 who
produced more than 10 1,000-word pages
per year and those 102 who produced less.
We will call these the’ ‘more-prolific” and
the “less-prolific” astronomers.

The two subgroups have the foIlowing dif-
ferent characteristics. The productivity of
the more-prolific astronomers increased
steadily from an average of 15 1,000-word
pages per year at the time of the I%D to
about 25 such pages per year after 20 years.
In contrast, the less-prolific astronomers
settled down to a steady or slightly de-
creasing three 1$X.)0-word pages per year.
Interestingly, the more-prolific astronomers

showed no peaks at the time of receiving the
PhDs or six years later.

We interpret these data to say that the
more-proliiic astronomers are self-motivated
and do not depend, as do the others, on ex-
ternal pressures to produce. And the more-
prolific astronomers became more prolific
with time, perhaps due to increased efficien-
cy or the accumulation of publishable data
and results for summaries or increased
assistance (although I know that this par-
ticular set of 13 tended to work without
much assistance in their research). Finally,
the more-prolific astronomers contributed 30
percent of the published pages of the whole
group at the time of the PhD and 65 per-
cent of the total after 23 years.

Do Papers by Well-Known Astronomers
Receive Special Treatment in Peer
Reviews?

To answer this question, we made use of
the records in the Astrophysical Jourual
editorial oftlce.q As a sample of ‘‘weU-
known” astronomers, we sehxted all those
living people who had received the major
awards in American astronomy plus the
presidents of the major society, the Ameri-
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can Astronomical Society. We counted 49
such people who published 242 papers in the
Astrophysical Journal in 1977-1986. As a
control sample, we used the papers that were
received by the journal just following each’
of the 242 papers, providing that they were
not also by one of these well-known
astronomers.

In the reviewing process, the referees are
usually anonymous but they know the iden-
tities of the authors. Papers rarely (about 5
percent of the time) are accepted after one
review. Most papers require a revision and
some then need a second review. In some
cases the review and revision cycle can oc-
cur several times. But we found that papers
by well-known astronomers required 1.34
reviews per paper and papers by the control
group, 1.37 reviews. The difference is 0.5
sigma and shows no preferred treatment for
the papers by the well-known astronomers.

The average reviewing time for the papers
by the well-known astronomers was 42.7
days, while for the control group it was 40.8
days. Therefore the former did not receive
more prompt reviewing. The longer average
time may be due to the fact that the papers
by the well-known astronomers tended to be
longer (15.5 1,000-word pages) than those
by the control group (9.0 1,OfOword pages).

The final acceptance rate of 95 percent

was higher for the papers by the well-known
astronomers than the 90 percent for all
astronomers or the 83 percent for the con-
trol group. But then we would expect ex-
perienced astronomers to be able to produce
an acceptable paper more often than a less-
experienced astronomer.

Thus we found no evidence that, in pre-
dominantly anonymous reviewing, well-
known astronomers received more prompt
or more favorable reviewing than other
astronomers.

Per Dollar, Does One Get More Research
and More citations to TM Research with
Large Ttks-copes or Small Ones?

My first venture into publication studies
occurred when an obsewatory director,
faced with a reduced budget, decided to
close down all of the small telescopes on

grounds that the large ones produce the most
important research.6 In an absolute sense,
that is undoubtedly true, but per dollar of
initial cost and current maintenance, do we
get more papers and more citations to those
papers produced with large or small tele-
scopes?

We found that the number of papers based
on observations from six telescopes of vari-
ous apertures, A, at the Kitt Peak National
Observatory varied as Al 1, the citations to
those papers as Al S, and the initird tele-
scope costs as Az A. These indicate, for in-
stance, that a telescope three times the size
of another one costs 14.0 times as much to
build but produces ordy 3.3 times as many
papers that yield 5.2 times as many citations.
Clearly one gets more restdts per dollar with
the small telescopes. If one also includes
maintenance as well as initial construction
costs, the small telescopes still do several
times better in citations per dollar than the
large ones.

The reason this happens is that competi-
tion for observing time with large telescopes
is so severe that allotments of time are small
and people find it difficult to carry out large
projeds. Many people, therefore, choose to
accept several weeks of time with a small
telescope, rather than two or three nights
with a large one if they can do their project
that way.

This conclusion should not be carried to
an extreme. For instance, some research (on
very faint objects) cannot be done with a
small telescope. Mso, when time resolution
is important, the long integration times with
a small telescope may not reveal as much
information as short integration times with
a large telescope.

In any case, this study showed the relative
superior economic efficiency of small tele-
scopes and stopped their closure on Kitt
Peak.

Does the Freedom Available to University
Researchers Lead to More or Better
Research Than at Govement-Funtled
Centers?

Some government-funded organizations
[e.g., Goddard and Marshall Space Flight
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Centers) are largely mission oriented and
most of their scientists have related respon-
sibilities. Others (e.g., National Radio
Astronomy observatory, Charlottesville,
Virginia, and Kitt Peak National Obser-
vatory) rdso have “missions” in that their
staffs are expezted to spend various fractions
of their time developing and maintaining
equipment and reduction facilities. Uni-
versities too have “missions”: to teach
students, to guide their research, and to aid
in the operation of the universities. But
relative to the others, universities tend to be
less concerned with equipment and more
concerned with thought and learning. Do
university scientists, then, produce more
research or more basic (important) research?

To answer such a question again brings
us back to the problem of judging what
results are basic or important. Our only
quantitative measure of importance is count-
ing citations, which is sometimes a measure
of usefulness, rather than importance. But
with that disclaimer, let us proceed.

In the last two decades, there have been
four large (3 to 5 meter apertures) optical
telescopes in operation by the US. Two of
those are owned by universities (the Univer-
sity of California’s Lick Observatory on
Mount Hamilton and the California Institute
of Technology Observatory at Palomar
Mountain) and are used mostly by their
faculties and students. The other two, Kitt
Peak National Observatory and Cerro
Tololo Inter-American Observatory, La
Serena, Chile, are National Science Foun-
dation (NSF)-funded and are available to all
qualified astronomers in the country, both
from NSF centers and universities. We

counted the papers based on observations
with these four telescopes that were pub-
lished in 1980-1981 in the two major Ameri-
can astronomical journals.7 We also counted
the SCI citations in 1982-1984 to those
papers. In several cases papers were based
on the use of two of those telescopes, so the
credit was shared.

The university telescopes produced 110.5
papers while the center telescopes produced
149.5 papers. Of course not all papers are
equivalent, so we counted pages: 1,060.4
pages for the university telescopes and
1,418,9 pages for the center telescopes.
These papers yielded 1,477 citations for the
university telescopes and 1,924 citations for
the center telescopes. When we listed the 13
papers cited the most, 6.5 came from the
university telescopes and 6.5 from the center
telescopes (but generally the latter were
higher on that list).

These numbers imply that the center tele-
scopes produce more and longer papers that
are cited more often than the university
telescopes. The reason this is so is probably
because of the ways in which observing time
is awarded. The center telescopes, being
available to a larger group of astronomers,
ensure that through competition the average
proposal is better.

Next Week

Abt will continue the summary of his
studies on paper rejection and citation rates
in astronomy and other specialties, aware-
ness of international literature, increase in
multinational collaborations, and the growth
of the literature.

I ~L~ ~,
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